
' MINUTES 
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

November 7, 1986 
3:15 - 5:00 

Regents Room, Morrill Hall 

Members present: Carl Adams, William Boylan, David Hamilton, Wendell 
Johnson, Sally Jorgensen, Gerry Klement, Tom Scott, Phil Shively (Chair) . 

Excused: John Adams, Andy Collins, Patricia Thomas~ Ron Kubik. 

Guests: Vice President Roger Benjamin; David Berg, Assistant V.P. for 
Management Planning and Information Services; Mary Bilek, Assistant to 
Dr. Benjamin; Vice President David Lilly; Mike Peltier, Minnesota Daily; 
Maureen Smith, University Relations. 

l. The minutes of the October 2 meeting were approved. 

2. Vice President Benjamin's items. 

Indirect Cost Recovery (ICR) . Dr. Benjamin reported the 
administration will be able to add $1 million to the ICR it is distributing. 

Forty-four to 45% of available ICR is being distributed. He told SFC 
that the University's central administration is still aiming to distribute 
at least 50% of the available ICR's, while at the same time continuing 
to discuss whether that minimum should be enacted as policy. 

In response to a question, he said there is no Regents policy on 
distribution within the colleges and central administration does not 
provide guidelines, so intra-college distribution is entirely at the 
discretion of the deans. He said that signs from Washington are that 
the ICR resource for the institution will continue to rise. 

3. The sabbatical proposals. 

SFC members had copies of two proposals prepared in the spring 
of 1986: that of the professional school deans and that of the Faculty 
Affairs Committee. Vice President Benjamin said not all the deans are 
of one mind over the proposal. The professional school deans apparently 
drew up a proposal because, insofar as their faculty teach only graduate 
students, they are not eligible for the Bush Fellowships. 

Professor Shively commented on the SCFA proposal. In 1985-86, $200,000 
of central money was available for the Bush Fellowship program. SCFA 
proposed increasing that amount to $300,000 annually and establishing 
in addition a Faculty Development Sabbatical Program (for research sabbaticals) 
funded at $500,000 per year. Funds would be centrally held and centrally 
administered. 

Professor Boylan explained that SCFA contends faculty are not using 
the sabbatical option and that it is vital to provide the means to refresh 
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the faculty by enabling them to go on leave. Lack of money is not the 
only reason to miss a sabbatical, but it is the biggest reason. 

Professor Shively reminded the group that it had been SCFA's intention 
to get its proposal into the biennial request, but that when the Finance 
Committee saw it in mid-June, the vice president said that was too late 
to be considered for inclusion in the upcoming request. Both SCFA and 
SFC want serious discussion of the proposal now so it will have a place 
in the next biennial request. Both committees also hope funds can be 
budgeted to begin partial implementation next year. 

Professor Hamilton agreed the sabbatical is very important for faculty 
vitality, but said a plan must be structured very carefully to make sure 
it serves the desired ends of renewal and revitalization. Those will 
not be met if faculty members remain in their own labs on a sabbatical 
year. So that the program will not be wasted, he favors some control, 
as does the deans' proposal. People are not simply entitled to the leave. 

Professor Boylan regarded a good sabbatical program as one attraction 
for prospective faculty; he agreed some control is needed but does not 
want it too restrictive. Professor Shively wants both the quantity and 
the quality of sabbaticals increased. The program should insure funding 
for all good proposals for both research and teaching sabbaticals. 

Vice President Benjamin asked about the relationship between the 
sabbatical and the single quarter leave (SQL) . Professor Shively said 
the SQL option has been available for people between sabbaticals and 
that most departments can cover a single quarter absence, but the smallest 
cannot. (It was noted that administration of SQL's apparently remains 
decentralized; Dr. Benjain said Academic Affairs is not recentralizing 
it.) 

Budgeting. Professor Shively noted that the University has budgeted 
$300,000 per year for each of the next two years for sabbatical support. 
He asked if the University could start adding, as SCFA has requested,$200,000 
per year, with one-third of the total to go to Bush support and two-thirds 
to the new sabbatical program support. While Bush applications are judged 
on the basis of their applicability to teaching, applications under the 
new program would be judged on the quality of the research proposal: 
its potential for either research accomplishments or for retooling. 

Vice President Benjamin said he likes the idea and certainly supports 
it in principle. He wants to get out on the table faculty issues and 
everything else that is part of academic planning. 

Dr. Benjanin asked for committee views on whether the programs should 
be central or collegiate. Professor Shively suggested the University 
might need to have both centrally-controlled funds and also collegiate 
programs under the deans' guidance with some central monitoring to assure 
that the program serves the intended purposes. Profesor Hamilton said 
it might be wise to suggest to professional school deans that they can 
have their own program if they can fund it. 
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Professor Boylan said some central support is necessary to assure 
that the smallest units do not lose out. He hopes funding will be spread 
around and that the University will not just favor programs currently 
in the forefront, while neglecting traditional programs. 

In response to Professor Shively's question as to the next step, 
Vice President Benjamin said he would like to make up a proposal and 
take it to the deans; if they are comfortable with it, he would ask the 
Management Committee to consider budget support for next year. 

Vice President Benjamin left the meeting at 3:50. 

3. Distribution of grants and gifts to the University. 

A. Grants. Committee members had copies of Table 14 from the annual 
report of the Office of Research and Technology Transfer Administration 
(ORTTA) listing external support expenditures by department and type 
of support for FY85. Professor Hamilton commented that the report looks 
good as a reflection of the vitality of the faculty. Professor Shively 
expressed his interst in making some comparison as to the extent to which 
grants match up with high University priorities. But Professor Hamilton 
disputed this approach questioning why, if a professor were in an area 
not of the university's high priority, he or she should not hustle support? 
Professor Shively agreed that ORTTA serves primarily as a facilitator 

and not as an influence on the direction of grants. 

B. Gifts. Members had copies of the Gift Activity Report, 6/30/86, 
from the director of development. 

Professor Shively noted that gifts differ from grants in that the 
University makes a positive effort to generate gifts and is more responsive 
to donor interest. He distributed copies of a list of collegiate development 
officers and liaisons to the Foundation, showing very unequal representation 
of areas of the University. The gift activity report shows that some 
worthy activities which are not central to the University (e.g., the 
Arboretum, 4-H) attract many gifts. 

Professor Hamilton found the gift report to be far from complete; 
fer example, the School of Medicine figures are so low that they clearly 
do not count in the Medical Foundation. 

Discussion. Professor Adams identified as a major policy question 
how much one wants to encourage or permit people to work on their own 
to attract funds for areas which are not of high University priority. 
He said if any Foundation money or other central money is being applied 
differentially toward the salaries of development officers, that would 
be an issue. But Professor Hamilton said units pay for their own development 
officers. Several members noted that only a few prohibitions or restrictions 
exist against uses of gift or grant money attracted, and those few are 
plainly stated. 

Professor Jorgensen raised the question of allowance for overhead 
for endowed positions created in the PUF matching grant system. Absence 
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of that provision stands in contrast to the 41% overhead now charged 
on outside grants. While no one wants to turn down donations, a unit 
must not be drained to pay the upkeep. Mr. Berg told SFC that the PUF 
system calculates in some overhead, including staff support, b~t not 
space remodeling, utilities, or higher maintenance cost. 

Professor Jorgenson wondered if future donors should be told at 
the outset that a certain portion of their gift would have to go for 
overhead. Professor Hamilton warned that that approach is unsuccessful; 
instead, one negotiates to try to raise the donation a little. He requested 
that SFC get figures already determined in Vice President Lilly's office 
regarding the true yield of the endowment. 

4. An agenda for the year, and the Senate bylaws charge to the Finance 
Committee. 

Professor Shively remarked that last year's Finance Committee had 
been frustrated at the discrepancy between the stated charge and what 
it was actually able to do. Noting that the charge does not in fact 
reflect the way the University has been doing things, he asked SFC to 
consider what it should be doing. Presently, he said, SFC reacts to 
decisions on the biennial request and the budget after they have been 
made. Yet because developing those is an evolutionary process, SFC's 
suggestions can be taken into account. However, the committee has sometimes 
felt it was acting after the fact and often at a time when it could have 
no impact. 

Mr. Klement commented that when the committee is passive it is likely 
to be left a purely reactive role; it behooves SFC to help establish 
our own agenda. He questioned whether SFC should be charged with consulting 
with the Finance Vice President since it does not meet with him. Professor 
Johnson also saw the SFC as having kept itself so busy reacting that 
it did not chisel out a role it could have had last year. 

Mr. Klement said that the academic planning process, detailed in 
the document "Strategy for Focus" might deserve a good deal of SFC attention 
since much of it concerns finance. Professor Shively acknowledged that 
as the financial implications come more and more to the fore in that 
planning process perhaps SFC should get more involved. Mr. Klement thought 
SFC should be involved in the policy issues and should have been involved 
in guiding the development of "Strategy for Focus." Profesor Scott recalled 
that there were years when the Finance Committee did have broad discussions 
with the Academic Vice President on policy issues including the criteria 
for evaluation and tuition. He sees SFC's responsibility as dealing 
with broad policy issues and believes SFC should shape its agenda accordingly. 

He said SFC could also spend more time studying the implications of 
the new situation of large amounts of gifts coming into the University. 

Professor Scott commented that it is confusing to sort out how to 
divide up issues among the Senate committees. He said one reason his 
committee, Physical Plant and Space Allocation, does not meet frequently 
is that it is a problem to get a coordinated agenda and divide up the 
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work appropriately among committees. He thought the sec and the Academic 
Vice President did not always recall to which committees they had reported 
various information. Professor Adams thought SCC was forgetting the 
chain by which the various issues should be discussed. 

Professor Hamilton warned that the new planning timetable was too 
rushed. The University has never before gone through just what it is 
beginning to now. Everyone is agreed, he noted, that interdisciplinary 
programs are now very important. He could not see how departments would 
be able to take everything into consideration and submit their conclusions 
to their deans by the mid-December deadline. 

The problem of defeated expectations. Professor Hamilton reported 
that the Research Committee had met on October 19 and discussed two subjects 
with President Keller and Vice Persident Benjamin: distribution of the 
Indirect Cost Recovery and funding of graduate students. On both of 
these the administration is doing something other than what the Research 
Committee expected. SCR worked last year to develop a position on the 
support of graduate students, and worked both with other committees and 
with central administration to resolve a policy on indirect cost. The 
Research Committee is deeply disppointed to learn that the administration 
will not accept the ICR plan and that it has done something else with 
regard to funding graduate students. 

Professor Adams recommended the Finance Committee keep as a main 
perspective what it can do that will be of value to central administration. 

SFC's is an advisory kind of activity, he said; a Senate committee gets 
power only by people letting it have that power. 

Professor Shively asked SFC to consider what it can do to make its 
activities as valuable as possible. He also asked if SFC should modify 
its charge. With the committee's approval he agreed to draft a suggested 
revision of the charge. 

Professor Hamilton proposed two areas for SFC's attentioTh: (1) Research--
the financial aspect of the University's maintenance of research funds; 
he also inquired whether academic planning in terms of research could 
be undertaken, and said he was unaware of the University's ever having 
done that; and (2) Space management and the Minnesota Facilities Model. 

Professor Jorgensen said one of SFC's useful services to central 
administration is its across-the-board perspective on budgetary questions, 
which is different from the deans' perspective of their respective colleges' 
internal needs. 

Professor Shively supported adding to the SFC's 86-87 agenda space 
as a resource and centralized research resources. He also recommended 
SFC discuss with Vice President Lilly what happens to surpluses generated 
by Unviersity enterprises. He invited SFC members to add to the list 
begun at this meeting. 

The Finance Committee will meet in the near future with Vice President 
Benjamin on "Strategy for Focus'' and the concept of a five-year budgeting 
plan. SFC will request copies of the documents be sent to all SFC members. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m. 

Meredith Poppele, recorder 


